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Intriguing Innovation for the Masonry Saw Market

Torrance, CA, July 10, 2008 - MK Diamond is a world class manufacturing company dedicated to the development of innovative products geared to the specific needs of customers. The products are engineered for versatility, durability and precision cutting. MK Diamond has designed another new innovation that establishes new standards in job site performance.

The BX-4™ is the only masonry saw that uses a patent pending misting system to assist in controlling dust generated during cutting. Utilizing this uniquely engineered system, that sprays a very fine mist on the blade and features a pump built into the cutting head, the BX4 will knock the dust down without drenching the material, the saw or the operator. There are many other unique features to this saw that include a heavy-duty direct drive 1-3/4 HP motor, removable water pan and a locking cutting head. With a 14” blade capacity and an open-back design large materials can be cut easily. The adjustable depth stop ensures that you will never cut through another table. A removable filter allows for easy cleaning and protects the motor from dust particles. The ergonomically designed handle allows for easy operation and control from either hand.

The integrated table lock mechanism prevents table movement during transport. An optional wheeled stand provides increased mobility during transport and safe positioning of the saw during use.

MK Diamond Products, Inc. is a manufacturer of precision diamond blades and equipment for cutting, coring and polishing all types of masonry, concrete, tile and stone products. We are continually evaluating and developing technologies to produce the best equipment in the market. Efficiency, power, safety and durability are keystones to MK Diamond products. MK Diamond Products, Inc. has been American-owned since 1868. For more information call 800/421-5830 or visit www.mkdiamond.com.